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Most traditional financial advisors will tell you a "balanced & diversified" portfolio consists of different

sectors of stocks. Garbage! You will see that stocks & mutual funds are only one of dozens of ways

to create wealth & income.Whether you have extensive assets or are just getting started and need

to create more income this book will be your guide. Discover how to:   Use the same secret

programs banks and corporations have used for years to create wealth Launch your own business

and brand on a shoestring and quickly dominate your niche Turn houses for big paychecks even if

you have no money, no job, no credit and little time Make 5 figure paychecks on over-financed

beautiful houses with no cash or credit Use a secret IRA to grow wealth safely, securely, and invest

in almost anything you choose Tap into already set up turnkey real estate investment solutions all

over the country Take advantage of the 21st century way to build passive income by networking

Make double digit returns and have the government guarantee your results  "John is a

knowledgeable, trustworthy, financial wizard" - Dr. Taj Haynes But wait... there's SO MUCH MORE!

Find out why:   You should make yourself famous in your own niche to grow your income and sell

out for a mint You would access private funds all over the country to fund your business and real

estate You will turn your IRA into your own guaranteed lifetime income stream with no market risk

You should master marketing to turn any business into a cash flow monster on your terms You

should consider safely loaning out your money for high returns You are needlessly paying

thousands more of income taxes every year and how to stop it You should change the way you

bank and where you park money to rapidly pay down debts  Free bonus material available to be

mailed and on-line!
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John Jamieson's book, Wealth Without Stocks or Mutual Funds is a wealth of information! Literally!

I'd highly recommend this book for anyone that is truly looking to diversify into something other than

the stock market. My wife and I have incorporated several of these strategies right away after

learning about them.

John's system is a complete game changer!I have had the privilege in purchasing and reading both

The Perpetual Wealth System and Wealth Without Stocks or Mutual Funds and it is a complete

game changer. I am a 25-year old real estate business owner with a wife and a 1-year old daughter

and our financial success is only looking up thanks to John's model. All the concepts he speaks of

are so simple and logical -- not only to understand and envision, but also to ACTUALLY implement.

Ideals only remain ideals if they never actually come to fruition. John's tactic of "sticking it to the

banks" is just incredible. This book allows every day folks to be one step ahead of our broken

financial system and to keep OUR money where it belongs... in our wallets. Thanks John, I look

forward to working with you!

I'm writing to say thank you John and Colleen. You are the best team of business professionals I

have every worked with in my adult years of dealing with people (and I'm almost 59 now). You are

both jewels, so pleasant,so helpful and genuine.Thank you especially for your book John. You

inspired me. Before I found your videos and read your book I was literally financially scared. I was at

a low point, standing still and I didn't know what to do. I had a clue of things I could engage in to get

my financial life in gear again but I did not know what to do or how to do it. But I'm not scared

anymore. Your story, your book, and my conversation with you on the phone has now moved me to

massive action in my own terms and my own way.I am up, pumped, confident, and alive again. I'm

branding myself from within myself...just being me and making an extra $300 - 500 per month

consistently because of it. I'm not on the big stage. I'm not well known in any business circles or

industries. I have no desire to be in the lime light. I am just living life, individually helping others to

get what they want and having fun at it. Just doing this is providing an income that I'm having fun

building and receiving. With that in mind I have a second email to follow this one which will explain

to you my "individually helping others" concept. For me it's better than a job or a business...it's a

way of life that I enjoy that just happens to generate an income for me.Thank you for inspiring me



John. Keep that golden, genuine personality of yours. It is working wonders in inspiring others!!

Boat load of high octane wealth explosion ideas that are suited for the average Jane. He has ideas

for those who are currently broke and needing to start at financial ground zero, to those like me who

are self-employed and don't have a pension set up, with only social security to look forward to. He

provides clear and sound strategies to getting started - the options are plentiful and suited for all

with different risk tolerance. As someone who is already an experienced real estate investor, I found

his knowledge to be grounded in reality, doable and encouraging. Once you finish reading the book,

you can write down the choices that resonate best with you and develop steps to customize building

your wealth. And as someone who has invested retirement IRA's in the stock market and am now in

the hole, wishing that I didn't touch the money at all... I will now use John's strategies to rebuild and

dig out of that hole. There is HOPE again - have no fear. I have done much research on the topic of

Whole Life Insurance and Self-Banking, and actually found John online before I read his book. He

has proven to be genuinely helpful, extremely patient, and utterly professional in helping me to plan.

This is THE pocket financial planner that everyone needs.

Great book and I will be contacting John to see about implementing some of the great strategies

included. His website that he refers to in the book has more info to utilize and I look forward to

checking that out more thoroughly. So many avenues he gives us to grow and protect wealth that

are not normally discussed by a typical financial advisor! Pick and chose what will work for you and

your situation is how I understand it and look forward to speaking with the author.

As a retired senior executive of a global Wall Street firm, I found this work to be an immensely

informative sourcebook of alternative methods of wealth-building. It identifies less well-known

usages of existing products and services which enable self-directed activities such as self-funded

business investments through an IRA and self-funded loans through a negotiated bespoke

insurance annuity with its tax advantages. Importantly, Mr Jamieson offers to facilitate contact with

experts in various fields if a closer discussion of a method is deemed necessary. The examples put

forward are especially interesting for those who would be interested in taking a more active role than

simply allowing banks, insurance and investment firms to take over the process of wealth creation

for a fee(s). If nothing else, the book will suggest a new perspective of wealth building.W. Ferrari
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